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Abstract—Pointing tasks, for example to select a target on
a graphical user interface, form a significant part of human-
computer interactions. This has triggered a notable interest in
intent prediction methods to reduce the pointing duration whilst
using a mouse in a 2D set-up. In this paper, we introduce a
Bayesian intentionality prediction approach for pointing in 3D
environments. It infers the intended item on a touchscreen inter-
face from the available partial user’s pointing finger trajectory
by utilising signal models that incorporate the destination. The
pointing finger is continuously tracked using a Leap Motion
controller. The objective is to improve the interactive display sys-
tem usability in vehicle environments by enhancing the selection
accuracy, expediting the system response and possibly providing
feedback to the user as a form of assistive selection routine. The
substantial gains furnished by applying the proposed predictors
are demonstrated using data collected in a vehicle.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation of touchscreen technology, interac-
tive display is increasingly becoming an integrated part of
modern vehicle environments [1], [2]. It strives to facilitate the
control of infotainment systems, certain vehicle functionalities,
road guidance services, etc. However, driving and road condi-
tions can lead to erratic, unpredictable perturbations in the user
input resulting in erroneous selection(s). This compromises the
system usability and thereby ties up increasing amounts of
the user’s attention; visual, cognitive and movement capacity
that would otherwise be available for driving, with serious
safety implications [3]. In this paper, we explore utilising
Bayesian predictors to infer in advance the intended item on a
touchscreen from the available user’s hand/finger partial tracks.
This can substantially improve the pointing task accuracy by
reducing the pointing gesture duration and possibly correct for
a perturbation-driven erroneous selection or enable assistive
pointing schemes.
With the recent advances in computer vision technology, new
3D vision sensory devices, such as Microsoft Kinect and
Leap Motion (LM) controller, are continuously emerging. They
are motivated by extending Human Computer Interactions
(HCI) to far beyond typing on a keyboard or pointing with
a mouse [4]. Here, we deploy a LM sensor to continuously
track pointing finger(s) movements as the user attempts to
select a button/icon/menu on a touchscreen interface. At a
given time instant tn, the LM produces the Cartesian coor-
dinates of the tracked finger-tip location denoted by mn =
[x̂tn ŷtn ẑtn ]T such that mn is relative to the sensor origin
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and orientation. The objective is to be able to predict the in-
tended item on the touchscreen prior to the user finger reaching
the display, i.e. from the available finger partial trajectory. The
focus is interactive displays in vehicle environments. Fig. 1
depicts three typical pointing finger full trajectories to select
a button on the touchscreen recorded whilst the vehicle is
stationary and moving. The interface is located at −7.5 cm
from the LM centre along the z axis, representing depth.
It can be noticed that the considered finger tracks in the
mobile vehicle case exhibit high level of fidelity and erratic
movements introduced by the driving/road conditions.

A. Related Work

Pointing tasks constitute a substantial part of HCI, several
studies on pointing facilitation methods have been conducted.
They predominately focus on pointing via a mouse in 2D
environments and aim to improve the user performance as well
as reduce the pointing duration compared to that dictated by
Fitt’s law [5]. Pointing facilitation techniques include adjusting
control-display gains, target expansion, alter the target activa-
tion area, generating haptic responses, cursor jumps and many
others [6]. However, they generally lack the ability to predict
the intended target(s), which renders them ineffective for a
typical GUI that consists of a relatively large number of closely
placed selectable items [6]. Thus, the need for target inference
algorithms is widely recognised and several predictors exist
[6]–[13]. Relative ray-cast pointing, i.e. pointing at a display
from a distance, is also becoming increasingly popular due
to the availability of devices such as the Wii Remote, PS
Move controller, etc. A recent overview of ray-cast pointing
facilitation schemes is given in [13]. They are similar to those
used for mouse pointing; the problem is often transformed into
2D with a minimum device-display distance imposed.
Early intent prediction algorithms used the mouse cursor posi-
tion or heading to infer the target [7], [8]; they treated the task
as a classification problem. For example, choosing the target
that is closest to the cursor’s current position [8], i.e. Nearest
Neighbour (NN). Alternatively, assuming that the cursor moves
in a nearly constant direction towards the intended location,
the selectable target with the smallest accumulative Bearing
Angle (BA) is selected [7], [11]. Such techniques rely heavily
on known priors of nominal targets, e.g. frequency of selecting
a particular item. Here, belief-based inference, rather than only
classification, that is independent of the underlying priors is
pursued. Nevertheless, such priors can be easily incorporated
to aid the sought effective probabilistic inference.
Destination predictors that are based on linear regression were



(a) Vehicle is stationary. (b) Vehicle is moving at varying speeds and over uneven road.

Fig. 1: Full 3D finger-tip trajectory for three separate pointing tasks to select a button on a touchscreen whose surface is depicted
by the blue plane. White circles are the interface buttons and arrows indicate the direction of travel over time, starting at t1 < tk.

introduced in [6], [9], [10]. Let c̄k = [xk yk]T be the mouse
cursor position at time instant tk, the predicted cursor endpoint
is given by1

c̄M = c̄1 + dM
c̄k − c̄1

‖c̄k − c̄1‖2

(1)

where dM is the total distance travelled by the cursor from the
pointing initial time t1 to the finish-time tM . Such methods
leverage cursor movement kinematics where dM is a function
of the cursor velocity. In [9], dM = ‖c̄M − c̄1‖2 = aνmax + b
such that νmax = maxt ‖c̄t − c̄t−1‖2 is a priori learnt peak
velocity. In [10], the velocity at tk is given by νk = ad2

M +
bdM + c and the quadratic fitting coefficients are calculated
from the available cursor track; dM is extrapolated for νM = 0.
In those methods, the cursor is assumed to head at a nearly
constant angle towards the collinear possible targets. As the
latter layout is rarely faced in practice, determining dM does
not necessarily establish the intended target since a group
of selectable targets are usually present. The aim here is to
determine the targets likelihoods rather than the gesture length
as with the regression-extrapolation algorithms. Fig. 2 shows
that in a typical 3D pointing task in a static vehicle (see Fig.
1a), the angle to destination changes drastically over time, i.e.
(1) is inapplicable for closely clustered interface items.
A predictor based on inverse-optimal control within a machine
learning framework was proposed in [12]. The current state c̀t

(including c̄t, velocity, acceleration and jerks) is modelled as

c̀t = Fc̀t−1 + Cft + εt (2)

where ft is an introduced control/action parameters (namely
the velocity component) vector and εt is Gaussian noise. The
maximum entropy variant is utilised to obtain the targets’
conditional probabilities. Having the velocity as the control

1‖x‖2 =
√∑M

m=1 x2(m) is the L2 norm of x ∈ RM .

Fig. 2: Angle to target ∠ (mk − mk−1,bi) as a function of
percentage of pointing time for five button-selection tasks in
a stationary vehicle; tasks depicted in Fig. 1a are included.

action implies collinear targets located along the cursor di-
rection of travel. In the tackled 3D case, this assumption
is unrealistic and choosing the control parameters in ft for
the finger kinematics is nontrivial. This approach also has an
excessive computational cost requiring substantial parameters
training, e.g. to learn data-set dependent state action costs [12].
This undermines real-time implementations and other machine
learning techniques that are less computationally efficient.
The proposed Bayesian approach leads to a low complexity
Kalman-filtering-type solution.
Finally, there has been a considerable interest in destination-
aware tracking due to its relevance to surveillance and de-
fence applications [14]–[16]. A conventional tracker is usually
utilised to estimate the tracked object state or its posterior
distribution followed by an inference filter to determine the
intended destination. The tracking and destination-inference
are two separate operations unlike the proposed approach
which combines both. In [15] and [16], the tracked object



trajectory is modelled as a discrete stochastic reciprocal or
context-free grammars process such that the monitored spatial
area is discretised and a grid of regions is defined. The object
can pass through a finite number of the predefined zones. In the
considered 3D pointing task with free-hand movements, there
are infinite possible paths to the destination and discretisation
is a cumbersome task. Instead, here we adopt a state space
pointing process model that explicitly links the state evolution
to the intended destination without assuming trajectories the
user’s hand ought to follow.

B. Contributions

We formulate the prediction problem within a Bayesian
tracking framework by adopting state space models that in-
corporate the selectable targets. Tracking and intent inference
are combined. A Linear Kalman Filter (LKF) based solution
is introduced to dynamically obtain the posterior probability
for each of the possible destinations given the available par-
tial pointing finger trajectory. Selectable interface targets that
produce predictive trajectories that fit the observed track are
assigned high probabilities. Thus, it is a belief-based prediction
and a cost function can be used to decide the intended
destination. Priors on the selectable targets, if available, can
be easily included to improve the intent inference sensitivity.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROPOSED APPROACH

Let m1:k , {m1,m2, ...,mk} be the available pointing
finger tip tracks at certain discrete-times up to tk. We recall
that at time instant tn, the observation vector produced by the
LM controller mn comprises the pointing finger tip Cartesian
coordinates. Define B = {Bi : i = 1, 2, ..N} as the set of N
selectable items on the touchscreen interface. No assumptions
are made about their distribution and their locations are known
where bi = [bx,i by,i bz,i]

T denotes the coordinates of the ith

button with respect to the LM sensor position. Let tM be the
total pointing time taken for the user to reach the touchscreen
and make a selection. The objective here is to infer the intended
target on the touchscreen interface from m1:k where tk ≤ tM .
If at time tC the inference algorithm reached a correct decision,
the achieved reduction in the pointing duration is tM − tC .
With the arrival of new observation mk, the proposed predictor
follows two consecutive steps: 1) estimates the likelihood
values P(tk) = {P (Bi|m1:k) : i = 1, 2, ..., N} and 2) makes a
decision on the intended target based on a chosen cost function.
Thus, the adopted Bayesian approach relies on a belief-based
inference followed by a classifier. The likelihood values in
P(tk), each corresponding to each selectable item Bi can be
expressed by

P (Bi| m1:k) ∝ P (Bi)P (m1:k|Bi). (3)

Since the aim is to utilise the available pointing finger track
to infer the destination, we assume a uniform prior on all
buttons,i.e. P (Bi) = 1/N for i = 1, 2, ..., N . In a general set
up, weighted probabilities can be applied based on relevant
contextual information, e.g. target selection history, interface
design or layout, the user profile or behavior, etc.
Classification at a time instant tk ≤ tM is given by

B̂(tk) = arg min
Bi∈B

E [C(Bi, B
∗)| m1:k] (4)

where B̂(tk) is the inferred destination, C(Bi, B
∗) is the

decision cost of choosing button Bi as the destination given
m1:k and B∗ is the true intended target. For simplicity, we
assume the following hard-decision criterion

C(Bi, B
∗) =

{
0, Bi = B∗

1, Bi 6= B∗.
(5)

Since E[C(Bi, B
∗)| m1:k] =

∑
Bi∈B C(Bi, B

∗)P (Bi| m1:k),
it can be easily seen that (4) is equivalent to determining the
Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) destination estimate

B̂(tk) = arg max
Bi∈B

P (m1:k|Bi)P (Bi), (6)

which is equivalent to the Maximum Likelihood (ML) when
a uniform prior is used. More elaborate cost function formu-
lations can be devised and a group of selectable targets, e.g.
B̂(tk), could even be selected in lieu of one. Exploring the cost-
ing strategy is outside the scope of this paper and the ML/MAP
estimator is henceforth adopted. Additionally, it might be
desirable in certain scenarios to utilise only the last L logged
finger positions, i.e. mk−L:k , {mk−L,mk−L+1, ...,mk} and
k − L > 0, to determine B̂(tk). A sliding time window is
applied to the data and the window width is a design parameter.
It is noted that determining (3) and thereby (6) depends solely
on P (m1:k|Bi). Next, two algorithms that yield P (m1:k|Bi)
are introduced and subsequently evaluated.

III. BAYESIAN PREDICTORS

Let cn = [xtn ytn ztn ]T be the vector that represents
the true location of the pointing finger at tn according to
a predefined dynamics model. Two linear process models,
namely Mean Reverting Diffusion (MRD) and Equilibrium
Reverting Velocity (ERV), are utilised in this section. The
analytical relationship between the model state vector sk and
the observation vector mk is described by

mk = Hksk + nk. (7)

where nk ∈ R3 is zero mean multivariate Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with covariance matrix N =
E
[
nknT

k

]
; XT is the transpose of vector/matrix X. For the

MRD case, sk = s̃k = ck and Hk = Ĥk = I3 is a
3 × 3 identity matrix. Whereas, for the ERV model we have
sk = s̆k = [xtk

ẋtk
ytk

ẏtk
ztk

żtk
]T such that ẋtk

, ẏtk

and żtk
are the velocities along the x, y and z axes respectively.

Its observation transition matrix is

H̆k =

[
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

]

.

A. MRD Model

In continuous-time, we model the movements of the user
pointing finger as a multivariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
with a mean-reverting term. It is described by

ds̃t = Λ (μ̃ − s̃t) dt + σ̃dw̃t (8)

such that Λ is a square matrix that sets the mean reversion
rate which steers the evolution of the process, μ̃ is the process
mean, σ̃ is a square matrix that drives the process dispersion
and w̃t is a Wiener process. The MRD model is an intuitive



candidate for the tackled prediction problem, as users tend
to move relatively fast towards the intended target button with
frequent diversions from the shortest trajectory. Hence, μ̃ = bi

for the ith button.
By integrating (8) over the time interval T = [t, t + τ ] and
then discretising the outcome (since the finger positions are
recorded at discrete-time instants), we obtain

s̃i,k = F̃ks̃i,k−1 + κ̃i,k + w̃k (9)

where s̃i,k and s̃i,k−1 are the state vectors with respect to
button Bi at times tk and tk−1 respectively. The deterministic
transition matrix F̃k that moves the state from time t to t + τ
and control parameter κ̃i,k are defined by

F̃k = e−Λτk

κ̃i,k =
[
I3 − e−Λτk

]
bi (10)

such that τk = tk − tk−1 is the time step. The dynamic noise
is given by w̃k ∼ N

(
0, Γ̃

2

k

)
. Assuming that the movements

of the finger along the x, y and z axes are independent, the Λ
and σ̃ matrices become diagonal2, i.e. Λ = diag {λx, λy, λz}
and σ̃ = diag {σ̃x, σ̃y, σ̃z}. Noting that Λ is positive definite,
it follows that the distribution of the conditional state is given
by

P (̃si,k |̃si,k−1 ) = N
(
s̃i,k

∣
∣
∣Σ̃i,k, Γ̃

2

k

)
(11)

such that
Σ̃i,k = F̃kci,k−1 + κ̃i,k (12)

and

Γ̃
2

k =

[
I3 − e−2Λτk

2Λ

]

σ̃2. (13)

It is noted that index i can be discarded whenever condition-
ing on Bi is explicitly stated; i.e. P (̃sk |̃sk−1, Bi ) replaces
P (̃si,k |̃si,k−1 ) and s̃n = cn refers to the true state represent-
ing the position of the pointing finger in 3D at tn regardless
of the intended destination.

B. ERV Model

Unlike the MRD model, each of the nominal target buttons
here is assumed to have a gravitational field with strength
inversely proportional to distance away from its centre bi. The
speed of travel towards the equilibrium point bi is expected
to the the highest when the finger is far from the touchscreen,
which is consistent with human behavior during a pointing
task as demonstrated in various pointing facilitation methods
[5]–[13]. Thus, we model the movements of the pointing finger
with respect to the ith button as

ds̆i,t = A (μ̆i − s̆t) dt + σ̆dw̆t, (14)

A = diag {Ax,Ay,Az}, μ̆i = [bx,i 0 by,i 0 bz,i 0]T

encompassing the coordinates of the selectable item Bi and
w̆t is a Wiener process. Here,

Ax =

[
0 −1
ηx ρx

]

Ay =

[
0 −1
ηy ρy

]

Az =

[
0 −1
ηz ρz

]

such that ηx, ηy and ηz dictate the restoration force along
their corresponding axis. Each of ρx, ρy and ρz represents

2D = diag{x1, x2, ..., xL} is a square diagonal matrix with the L entries
along its diagonal; matrix entries result in a square block diagonal matrix.

a damping factor to smooth the velocity transitions. The
level of the present dynamics additive Gaussian noise is set
by: σ̆ = diag {σ̆x, σ̆y, σ̆z} where σ̆x = diag {σ̆x,1, σ̆x,2},
σ̆y = diag {σ̆y,1, σ̆y,2} and σ̆z = diag {σ̆z,1, σ̆z,2}. After
integrating (14) over the time interval T = [t, t + τ ], we can
represent the discretised resultant by

s̆i,k = F̆ks̆i,k−1 + κ̆i,k + w̆k (15)

where

F̆k = diag
{
e−Axτk , e−Ayτk , e−Azτk

}
,

κ̆i,k =





(
I2 − e−Axτk

)
μ̆x,i(

I2 − e−Ayτk
)
μ̆y,i(

I2 − e−Azτk
)
μ̆z,i



 , (16)

μ̆x,i = [bx,i 0]T , μ̆y,i = [by,i 0]T , μ̆z,i = [bz,i 0]T and

w̆k ∼ N
(
0, Γ̆

2

k

)
is the state additive noise. It follows that

P (̆si,k |̆si,k−1 ) = N
(
s̆i,k

∣
∣
∣Σ̆i,k, Γ̆

2

k

)
(17)

such that
Σ̆i,k = F̆ks̆i,k−1 + κ̆i,k (18)

and
Γ̆

2

k = diag
{
χk,x, χk,y, χk,z

}
, (19)

where χk,x = χk,x,2

(
χk,x,4

)−1
, χk,y = χk,y,2

(
χk,y,4

)−1
,

χk,z = χk,z,2

(
χk,z,4

)−1
and

[
χk,x,1 χk,x,2

χk,x,3 χk,x,4

]

= exp

([
−Ax σxσT

x

0 AT
x

]

τk

)

.

The sub-matrices χk,y,2, χk,y,4, χk,z,2 and χk,z,4 are similarly
calculated.

C. Bayesian Sequential Intent Inference

Given the Gaussian and linear nature of (7), (9) and (15),
a linear optimal recursive filter can be used to determine
the sought {P (m1:k|Bi) : i = 1, 2, ..., N} and implement the
MAP estimator in (3) and (6). It is optimal in the Minimum
Mean Squared Error (MMSE) sense [17]. According to the
chain rule, we can write

P (m1:k|Bi) = P (mk|m1:k−1, Bi), ..., P (m2|m1, Bi)
× P (m1|Bi). (20)

This implies that at tk we only need to obtain the predic-
tive probability P (mk |m1:k−1, Bi ) to sequentially determine
P (m1:k|Bi). Hence the proposed MAP estimators follow
identical steps to that of the Kalman filter, with the distinct
objective of estimating the predicted observations distribution
P (m1:k|Bi) for each of the N buttons rather than tracking the
state sk.
For a vector ek ∈ Rn, let êi,k|k−1 = E [ek|m1:k−1, Bi] and

Pee
i,k|k−1 = E

[(
ek − êk|k−1

) (
ek − êk|k−1

)T ]
where

E [ek|m1:k−1, Bi] ,
∫

Rn

ekP (ek |m1:k−1, Bi ) dei,k (21)



and

E
[(

ek − êk|k−1

) (
ek − êk|k−1

)T ]
,
∫

Rn

(
ek − êi,k|k−1

)

×
(
ek − êi,k|k−1

)T
P (ek |m1:k−1, Bi ) dei,k. (22)

Similarly, we have: êi,k|k = E [ek|m1:k, Bi] and Pee
i,k|k =

E
[(

ek − êk|k

) (
ei,k − êk|k

)T ]
. Since P (mk |m1:k−1, Bi ) =

∫
Rn P (mk |sk, Bi ) P (sk |m1:k−1, Bi ) dsk and the present

measurement noise is zero mean, the sought predictive density
can be easily shown to reduce to

P (mk |m1:k−1, Bi ) = N
(

mk

∣
∣
∣m̂i,k|k−1,P

mm
i,k|k−1

)
(23)

such that

m̂i,k|k−1 = Hkŝi,k|k−1 (24)

and

Pmm
i,k|k−1 = HkP

ss
i,k|k−1H

T
k + N (25)

where ŝi,k|k−1 and Pss
i,k|k−1 are the first and second order

moments of the predicted state-vector conditioned on all but
the current observation at time tk.
According to the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation [17], the
conditional predictive state probability can be expressed
by P (sk |m1:k−1, Bi ) = N

(
sk

∣
∣
∣̂si,k|k−1,Pss

i,k|k−1

)
=

∫
Rn P (sk |sk−1, Bi ) P (sk−1 |m1:k−1, Bi ) dsk−1. Hence

ŝi,k|k−1 = Fkŝi,k−1|k−1 + κi,k (26)

Pss
i,k|k−1 = FkP

ss
i,k−1|k−1F

T
k + Q (27)

where Q = E
[
wkwT

k

]
and wk is the Gaussian noise in the

state transition process. Each of ŝi,k−1|k−1 and Pss
i,k−1|k−1

are the previously estimated state mean and the covariance at
time tk−1 using the available observations m1:k−1. In order to
determine ŝi,k|k and Pss

i,k|k, necessary to establish the pursued
likelihoods via (23) to (27) at the next time instant tk+1, the
Kalman filtering update equation is applied, where

ŝi,k|k = ŝi,k|k−1 + Gi,k

(
mk − m̂i,k|k−1

)
(28)

Pss
i,k|k = Pss

i,k|k−1 − Gi,kP
mm
i,k|k−1G

T
i,k (29)

such that Gi,k = Psm
i,k|k−1

(
Pmm

i,k|k−1

)−1

is the Kalman gain

and Psm
i,k|k−1 = Pss

i,k|k−1H
T
k [17]. Fig. 3 depicts the block

diagram of the adopted procedure for sequentially determining
P (mk|m1:k−1, Bi). The latter is used to calculate P (m1:k|Bi)
via (20) to infer the intended destination. We recall that the
generic model identities in (24) to (29) are defined by

• MRD model: sk = [xtk
ytk

ztk
]T , Fk = F̃k, κi,k =

κ̃i,k , Q = Γ̃
2

k and Hk = H̃k.

• ERV model: sk = [xtk
ẋtk

ytk
ẏtk

ztk
żtk

]T ,
Fk = F̆k, κi,k = κ̆i,k, Q = Γ̆

2

k and Hk = H̆k.

IV. SIMULATIONS

We evaluate the performance of the introduced Bayesian
destination inference for the MRD and ERV models on 12
data sets pertaining to typical pointing tasks conducted by
three users in stationary and mobile vehicles. In each of these
tasks, the user selects a target on the interactive interface by
reaching to a touchscreen mounted to the vehicle dashboard
and touches the highlighted button. The layout of the interface
selectable items is similar to that shown in Fig. 1 with N = 71
closely clustered buttons (less than 1.2cm apart) in lieu of
19. Additionally, the following two benchmark techniques are
examined:

• NN: this is an intuitive baseline method that allocates
the highest probability to the target closest to the
current finger tip position; i.e. Bi ∈ B with the
smallest distance dk = ‖mk − bi‖2. The likelihood
of the ith button can be expressed via: P (mk|Bi) =
N
(
mk

∣
∣bi, σ

2
NN

)
where σ2

NN is covariance of the
multivariate normal distribution.

• BA: the bearing angle from two consecutive cur-
sor positions with respect to a target can be as-
sumed to be a random variable with zero mean
and fixed variance, thus P (mk|mk−1, Bi) =
N
(
θk

∣
∣0, σ2

BA

)
where θk = ∠ (vk,bi), vk = mk −

mk−1 and σ2
BA is a design parameter. The likeli-

hood values are determined via P (mk−L:k|Bi) =
P (mk−L|Bi)

∏k
n=k−L+1 P (mn|mn−1, Bi).

It is noted that BA is based on the notation that as the pointing
finger is heading towards the target button, the cumulative
angle between the direction of travel and the position of the
target is minimal. The width of the time window is a design
parameter and the value that yields the highest likelihood prob-
ability P (m1:k|B∗) for the given data sets is selected. Other
design parameters are similarly attained from a preliminary
parameters training stage.
For each data set, an intent prediction is performed at the
arrival of each new LM observation indicating the pointing
finger coordinates. We assess the performance of a predictor
in terms of its classification success from the MAP estimator in
(6), i.e. when or how early in the pointing gesture the predictor
assigns the highest probability to the true intended target.
This is depicted in Fig. 4 against the percentage of completed
pointing movement in terms of time, i.e. 100 × tk/tM , and
averaged over all considered pointing tasks. We start after
completing 15% of the pointing trajectory duration prior to
which none of the techniques produce meaningful results. To
represent the level of average prediction uncertainty, Fig. 5
displays the mean of the uncertainty metric given by

E(tk) = − log10 (P (B∗(tk)|m1:k))

where P (B∗(tk)|m1:k) is the calculated probability of the
true intended item according to the prediction model at time
instant tk. If the true target is predicted with high certainty,
i.e. P (B∗(tk)|m1:k) → 1, the confidence in the prediction
will be very high as E(tk) → 0. It is noted that the level of
the predictor’s success in inferring the destination does not
necessarily imply high prediction certainty and vice versa.
In all the simulations, we do not assume that the predictor
knows the proportion of the completed trajectory when making



Fig. 3: Block diagram for determining the observation predictive density of the ith button for a given dynamics model.

decisions.
It can be noticed from Fig. 4 that the proposed Bayesian
approach provides the earliest successful predictions of the
intended target, especially in the crucial first 15% to 75% of
the pointing movement duration. This success can be twice
or three times that the nearest examined competitor. Both
MRD and ERV models exhibit similar behavior, with MRD
prediction quality marginally and temporarily degrading in the
70%-80% region. This can be due to a failed prediction in
a single experiment. Both of these models provide significant
performance improvements compared with other techniques.
The NN method tends to make successful predictions only in
the final portion of the pointing task since the user’s finger is
inherently close to the intended item at this stage, i.e. briefly
before the selection action. In practice, an early prediction, e.g.
in the first %75 of the pointing task duration, is more effective
at minimising the user movement/cognitive effort, enabling
early pointing facilitation techniques and enhancing the overall
user experience. The benefits of successful intent inference in
the last 25% of the pointing gesture duration are questionable
since the user has already dedicated the necessary effort to
execute the selection task. Contrary to the the optimal-control
algorithm in [12], the proposed predictors notably outperform
the NN for the majority of the duration of the pointing task
(or all in the ERV case) . In [12], it was shown that NN
provides significantly higher quality predictions compared to
the optimal-control algorithm in the last 25% to 30% of the

Fig. 4: Mean percentage of destination successful prediction
as a function of the percentage of the pointing gesture time.

Fig. 5: Average log prediction uncertainty
∑L

l=1 E(tk,l) as a
function of the pointing movement duration.

point motion duration. This is a critical drawback, which is
not present in the ERV model and is negligible for the MRD.
With regards to the prediction uncertainty, Fig. 5 shows
that the introduced Bayesian predictions can make correct
classification decisions with substantially higher confidence
levels compared with other techniques. This advantage over
the NN model inevitably diminishes as the pointing finger
gets closer to the interface in the last portion of the pointing
gesture period, e.g. after completing over 75% of the pointing
movement.
In Fig. 6, we depict the proportion of the total pointing gesture
(in time) the algorithm correctly predicted the true intended
item on the interface. Whilst in Fig. 6a this is displayed for
each data set (result for each set is identically coloured for all
examined algorithms), Fig. 6b shows the average combined
results of all the data sets. It is clear from the figure that the
proposed MRD-based and ERV-based predictors persistently
deliver higher overall success rates compared with NN and
BA models in each experiment and indeed on average; ERV
slightly outperforms the MRD on average. For example, MRD
and ERV models infer the correct intended destination in ap-
proximately 65% of the performed predictions or the pointing
gesture duration compared to 48.8% with the nearest neighbour
approach. The BA approach performs poorly throughout due to
the continuously changing heading angle whose mean is well
above zero as shown in Fig. 2. For instance, as the pointing



(a) Each data set is shown in the same colour for all methods.

(b) Averaged results across all data sets.

Fig. 6: Percentage of the gesture (in time) the destination
inference method made a correct prediction.

finger becomes closer to the target, the heading angle can have
arbitrarily values resulting in the high level of classification
errors (see Fig. 4) and uncertainty (see Fig. 5).
The above simulations demonstrate the tangible performance
improvements provided by the introduced prediction approach.
It is important to note that since interactions with displays are
very prevalent in modern vehicle environments, small improve-
ments, in pointing task efficiency, even reducing the pointing
time by few milliseconds, will have substantial aggregate
benefits on safety and the overahe ll user experience, especially
for a driving user [3]. A more complete experimental study
that considers a large number of subjects and categorises the
road as well as driving conditions is needed to best quantify the
gains of intent predictors and choose the form(s) of subsequent
pointing facilitation technique(s) based on the user experience.
Nonetheless, from the conducted relatively large set of data
collection experiments, part of which are shown here, the
proposed Bayesian approach consistently outperforms other
methods.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper sets a Bayesian framework for probabilistic
target prediction in 3D environments aimed at improving
touchscreen usability in vehicles using state-of-the-art fin-
ger tracking devices. The two analysed computationally effi-
cient prediction models can provide significant performance
improvements. They can significantly reduce the pointing
time duration and achieve superior prediction results. This
minimises the time, physical effort and cognition the user
is required to dedicate to interact with in-vehicle displays,
especially the driver. This study serves as an impetus to fur-
ther research into advanced Bayesian filtering algorithms, e.g.

sequential Monte Carlo techniques [18]–[20], that can better
model the highly perturbed finger data that can incorporating
jumps or erratic movements due to adverse road and driving
conditions as in Fig. 1b.
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